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The discovery of new chemistries outperforming current lithium intercalation cathodes is of major

technological importance. In this context, polyanionic systems with the potential to exchange multiple

electrons per transition metal are particularly interesting because they could combine the safety of

polyanion systems with higher specific energy. In this paper, we report on a series of new mixed

polyanions compounds of formula AxM(YO3)(XO4) (with A ! Na, Li; X ! Si, As, P; Y ! C, B; M !
a redox active metal; and x ! 0 to 3) identified by high-throughput ab initio computing. The computed

stability of both lithium and sodium-based compounds is analyzed along with the voltage, specific

energy and energy density of the lithium-based compounds. This analysis suggests several novel

carbonophosphates and carbonosilicates as potential high capacity (>200 mAh/g) and specific energy

(>700 Wh/kg) cathode materials for lithium-ion batteries.

1 Introduction

The widespread use of lithium-ion batteries in new applications

(e.g., electric vehicles) will require major improvement to their

current performance. One strategy to improve overall battery

performance is to seek new cathode materials with better specific

energy, energy density, power density and safety.1,2 Performing

this search experimentally can, however, be very time consuming.

The chemical space to explore is very large, and the synthesis and

electrochemical testing of a new material can be a rather time

consuming process. On the other hand, ab initio computations in

the density functional theory (DFT) framework have been used

extensively in the understanding and sometimes prediction of

essential battery properties.3,4 This opens up the possibility to use

high-throughput DFT computations to search, on a large scale,

for new promising cathode materials and help experimental work

by identifying and focusing on the most promising chemistries.

We have been performing such a computational search,

computing battery properties for thousands of known

compounds, as well as predicted compounds. Testing previously

known lithium-containing compounds for battery properties can

lead to the identification of materials known but overlooked as

electrodes materials (e.g., the recently reported LiMnBO3

monoclinic phase).5 However, the field of lithium-ion batteries is

very active, and a large number of compounds have been

investigated as potential electrode materials, making the

discovery of new promising electrode materials among known

compounds challenging. To propose novel compounds, we

followed approaches based on a combination of data mining

with DFT.6,7 More specifically, starting with known compounds

present in the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD),8 we

performed a series of chemical substitutions according to the

methodology presented in Hautier et al.7 This methodology uses

data mined chemical substitution rules to propose new

compounds likely to exist and worth a subsequent computational

stability test with DFT. During this search, we identified

a promising and entirely novel Li3Mn(CO3)(PO4) compound.

This new compound was proposed by performing a Na to Li

substitution in the crystal structure of a known rare mineral: the

sidorenkite Na3Mn(CO3)(PO4).
9–11 We report here on a compu-

tational evaluation of the compounds of formula AxM(YO3)

(XO4) (with A ! Li, Na; X ! Si, As, P; Y ! C, B; M ! a redox

active metal; and x ! 0 to 3) in the sidorenkite crystal structure.

By computing stability and battery properties for those different

chemical combinations, we assess what chemistries will be the

most likely to be synthesizable and what battery properties

should be expected. From this analysis, we present several novel

and promising cathode materials with high theoretical capacity

(>200 mAh/g).

2 Methods

All ab initio computations were performed in the density func-

tional theory (DFT) framework using a generalized gradient

approximation (GGA) functional parametrized by Perdew-

Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE).12 The transition metals, Cu, Fe, Cr,

Co, Mn, Ni, V, and Mo, have been assigned a U parameter to

correct for the self-interaction error present in GGA.13,14 This U

parameter was fitted to experimental binary metals formation

energies using the Kubaschewski tables following the approach
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ofWang et al.15,16 All compounds were run in their ferromagnetic

states with a k -point density of at least 500/(number of atom in

unit cell) k-points. The Vienna ab initio software package (VASP)

was used with the plane-augmented wave (PAW) pseudopoten-

tials provided.17,18 The computations are expected to be

converged within a few meV/at. More details on the high-

throughput ab initio methodology and parameters can be found

in Jain et al.19

Thermodynamic stability was evaluated using ab initio

computed total energies. The stability of any phase was evaluated

by comparing its energy to linear combinations of the energy of

other phases (leading to the same composition) using the convex

hull construction. The stability analysis was performed versus all

compounds present in the ICSD database plus a set of phos-

phates predicted in our previous work.20 GGA and GGA + U

computations were combined using Jain et al.’s methodology.21

Entropy was only considered for the O2 and CO2 gas phases.

Solid phases entropic contributions were considered negligible as

in Ong et al.22,23 As DFT can present large errors in molecular

systems, we used fitted data for the energy of the O2 and CO2

molecules. The O2 energy is obtained from Wang et al.15 and the

CO2 energy has been fitted so that the experimental decompo-

sition enthalpies of Li2CO3, Na2CO3, K2CO3, MgCO3, and

BaCO3 to the corresponding oxide and CO2 are reproduced as

accurately as possible.16 We found that an energy higher by 293

meV per formula unit than the GGA energy of the CO2 molecule

was needed to accurately model such reactions. The entropy of

O2 and CO2 were obtained from the JANAF tables for stability

evaluations.24 We set the partial pressure of O2 and CO2 to their

value in air (pO2
! 0.21 and pCO2

! 10"4) and the temperature to

298 K (25 #C). This temperature is a lower bound for most

synthesis processes. Higher temperature would favor the O2 and

CO2 gases and destabilize the solids.

The stability of any compound was quantified by evaluating

the energy above the hull, which represents the magnitude of

a compound’s decomposition energy. An energy above the hull is

always positive and measures the thermodynamic driving force

for the compound to decompose into a set of alternate phases. A

thermodynamically stable compound will have an energy above

the hull of 0 meV/at as it is part of the convex hull of stable

phases.

The voltage versus a lithium metal anode associated with the

extraction of lithium from the material was computed using the

methodology presented in Aydinol et al.25 The entropic contri-

bution to the voltage was neglected.

When the exact ordering of alkali metals on the alkali sites was

unknown (i.e., while considering any compound with x < 3), we

used an enumeration ordering algorithm developed by Hart et al.

and chose the ordering associated with the lowest electrostatic

energy computed by an Ewald sum.26

3 Results

As one result of the high-throughput computational search, we

identified a promising cathode material of formula Li3Mn(CO3)

(PO4) generated by a Li to Na substitution on the known Na3Mn

(CO3)(PO4). This manganese sodium carbonophosphate is a rare

mineral named sidorenkite and its monoclinic (P21/m (11)) unit

cell is shown in Fig. 1a.9–11 The sidorenkite structure is composed

of distorted manganese octahedra (in purple), connected on four

of its vertices by phosphate PO4 groups (in grey). Each octahe-

dron also shares an edge with a carbonate group (in brown).

Views along the b and c axis of a sidorenkite supercell are also

provided respectively in Fig. 1b and Fig. 1c.

The sidorenkite crystal structure with up to three alkali sites

per redox metal can theoretically, when combined with an

adequate redox couple, lead to multiple electron activity during

delithiation and therefore to high capacities. For instance, a two-

electron reaction involving the Li3Mn(CO3)(PO4) compound can

Fig. 1 a) The Na3Mn(CO3)(PO4) sidorenkite unit cell. The manganese

octahedra are purple, the PO4 groups grey and the carbonates CO3

groups brown. The sodium atoms are yellow. b) and c) show views along

the b and c axis of a supercell.
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lead to capacities up to 232 mAh/g. Such a capacity is signifi-

cantly higher than the commercially used polyanionic cathode:

LiFePO4 olivine (170 mAh/g).

Motivated by this potential for high capacity, we decided to

explore other polyanionic mixtures in the sidorenkite structure

obtained by substituting P by S, Si or As on the tetrahedral sites,

C by B on the triangular planar sites, and a redox active metal on

the octahedral sites. We computed total energies for all combi-

nations of AxM(YO3)(XO4) formula (with A ! Li, Na; X ! Si,

As, P; Y ! C, B; M ! a redox active metal; and x ! 0 to 3) in the

sidorenkite structure. The metal M was taken from a list of redox

active metals within a specific range of possible oxidation states

(in parentheses): V (+2 to +5), Cr (+2 to +6), Mn (+2 to +4), Fe

(+2 to +4), Co (+2 to +4), Ni (+2 to +4), Cu (+1 to +3), Mo (+3

to +6), Sn (+2 to +4), Sb (+3 to +5) and Bi (+3 to +5). Only

charge-balanced compounds were considered, and because

cathode materials are targeted, only M metals in oxidation states

that could be further oxidized were studied. In total, 277

compounds were computed. For each of these chemistries, we

computed the thermodynamic stability following the procedure

presented in the method section.

Fig. 2 shows the results of this stability analysis for lithium

(Fig. 2a) and sodium-based compounds (Fig. 2b). Each line

represents a mixture of polyanions (e.g., SO4–CO3) and each

column a specific metal cation. The color indicates the energy

above the hull for a specific chemistry. Light colors indicate

instability (large energy above the hull) while darker colors

indicate stability (small energy above the hull). A black ‘‘/’’

indicates a missing entry in our database (i.e., a chemistry that

could not be charge-balanced or a computation that did not

converge). A light blue cross is present for compounds that are in

equilibrium with a gas such as O2 or CO2. For those, changing

conditions such as the partial pressure of the gases or the

temperature can directly influence the stability of the compound.

The sidorenkite crystal structure favors sodium on the alkali

sites, and none of the lithium-based compounds were found to be

thermodynamically stable. The most stable lithium compound is

a vanadium lithium carbonosilicates: Li3V(CO3)(SiO4) situated

36 meV/at above the hull.

As can be observed in Fig. 2b, many sodium-based compounds

are computed to be stable (0 meV/at above the hull) in the car-

bonophosphates, carbonosilicates and carbonoarsenates chem-

istries. We find the two known minerals: Na3Mn(CO3)(PO4) and

Na3Fe(CO3)(PO4), in our set of stable compounds, giving

confidence in our computational approach. In addition, several

other carbonophosphates are predicted to be thermodynamically

stable: Na3Co(CO3)(PO4), Na3Ni(CO3)(PO4), Na3Cu(CO3)

(PO4), Na3Cr(CO3)(PO4), Na2Cr(CO3)(PO4), Na2Bi(CO3)(PO4),

Na2Fe(CO3)(PO4), Na2Mo(CO3)(PO4), and Na2V(CO3)(PO4).

While it is not surprising to see the +2 and +3 transition metals

stable in the octahedral site of the sidorenkite structure, the

stability of the large Bi3+ ion in Na2Bi(CO3)(PO4) is more

surprising. A closer look at the structure shows that, during the

DFT ionic relaxation, an important distortion of the metal

octahedra occurs and leads to a relaxed structure with a larger

coordination number for the metal site (7-fold) as expected for

a large ion as Bi3+.

The sodium carbonoarsenates and carbonophosphates behave

very similarly in terms of stability. The similitude between these

two chemistries is not surprising as As5+ and P5+ can easily be

substituted for each other.7

Besides the carbonophosphates and carbonoarsenates, stable

sodium compounds can also be found in the carbonosilicate

chemistry. Three new phases are predicted to be stable in this

chemistry: Na3V(CO3)(SiO4), Na3Mo(CO3)(SiO4), and Na3Fe

(CO3)(SiO4).

While borophosphates and borosilicates exist in nature,27 no

borate-based compounds are found to be stable in the sidor-

enkite crystal structure. A few borophosphates and borosilicates

are, however, close to stability (within 30 meV/at): for instance,

Na3Mn(BO3)(PO4) is only 8 meV/at above the hull. On the other

hand, the sulfate-based chemistries are by far the most unstable

in the sidorenkite crystal structure with the vast majority of

carbonosulfates and borosulfates higher than 30 meV/at above

the convex hull.

For a lithium-ion battery cathode, lithium-containing

compounds will have to be targeted. The stability of many

sodium-based phases (i.e., NaxM(YO3)(XO4)) suggests that the

lithium-containing equivalent compounds (i.e., LixM(YO3)

(XO4)) could be synthesized by first forming the stable sodium

compound, and performing a lithium to sodium ion-exchange to

produce the metastable lithium-containing compound. This ion-

exchange based synthesis is not uncommon in the battery

field.28–30 To be of interest as cathode materials, those lithium

based materials are required to have an adequate voltage: high

enough to maximize the stored energy (generally higher than 3 V)

and compatible with current electrolyte technology (i.e., lower

Fig. 2 Energy above the hull for AxM(YO3)(XO4) compositions in the

sidorenkite structure (with X ! Si, As, and P and Y ! C or B and M

a redox active metal): a) lithium-based (A ! Li) compounds, b) sodium-

based (A ! Na) compounds. The color indicates the energy above the

hull. Light colors indicate instability (large energy above the hull) while

darker colors indicate stability (small energy above the hull). A black ‘‘/’’

indicates a missing entry in our database (i.e., chemistries that could not

be charge balanced or computations that did not converge). A light blue

cross is present for compounds in equilibrium with a gas such as O2 or

CO2.
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than 4.5 V). Calculated delithiation voltages on all compounds

stable in the sodium form (and therefore likely to be synthesized

in the lithium form through ion-exchange) are presented in

Table 1. In addition, the gravimetric capacity, specific energy,

energy density, and volume change during delithiation have been

provided. When several oxidation states are accessed during

delithiation, we report the different computed voltage steps

separated by a semicolon. We excluded arsenates from this

analysis as they show similar stability behavior but higher weight

and toxicity compared to phosphates.

All compounds exhibit rather small computed volume change;

at most two percent per electron transfered. This result shows

that the sidorenkite structure could be cycled without major

change in volume. Low volume change has been associated with

good cycling life due to prevention of cracking during the charge

and discharge cycles.32

If we only consider compounds predicted to present electro-

chemical activity at a voltage lower than 4.5 V, Li2Bi(CO3)(PO4),

and Li3Ni(CO3)(PO4) have to be excluded. In addition, a high

capacity (>200 mAh/g) in the sidorenkite structure is only

possible if at least two lithiums per transition metal can be

extracted at a voltage compatible with commercial electrolytes.

For some compounds, the second lithium can only be extracted

at a potential higher than the electrolyte stability threshold of

4.5 V. This makes several chemistries: Li3Co(CO3)(PO4), Li3Cu

(CO3)(PO4), Li3Fe(CO3)(PO4), and Li3Fe(CO3)(SiO4) of less

direct technological interest as cathode materials.

The manganese carbonophosphate on the other hand is

computed to be a two-electron system within the electrolyte

voltage window, with both Mn2+/Mn3+ and Mn3+/Mn4+ lower

than 4.5 V. Another element of interest for multi-electron

processes is vanadium. The vanadium carbonophosphate Li2V

(CO3)(PO4) as well as the vanadium carbonosilicate Li3V(CO3)

(SiO4) are indeed predicted to activate the V3+/V5+ couple at

moderate voltage. Molybdenum can also activate a +3 to +5

couple, and despite its higher weight, the two molybdenum

compounds: Li2Mo(CO3)(PO4) and Li3Mo(CO3)(SiO4) are both

of interest in terms of specific energy. Extremely high theoretical

energy density is predicted for the carbonosilicate molybdenum

compound as it could in theory activate Mo up to +6 and use the

3 lithiums available.

Finally, while not as stable as carbonophosphates even in their

sodium form, some borophosphates are close enough to stability

(lower than 30 meV/at) to justify an analysis of their computed

battery properties. The computed voltage, gravimetric capacity,

specific energy, energy density and volume change during deli-

thiation are presented in Table 2 for the most stable borate based

compounds. Table 2 shows that, if they could be synthesized,

some of the borophosphate based sidorenkites have very prom-

ising specific energy and energy density in the electrolyte stability

window. The vanadium and molybdenum borophosphates: Li3V

(BO3)(PO4) and Li3Mo(BO3)(PO4) are of the greatest interest

with the highest specific energies and energy densities.

4 Discussion

We performed a large scale computational search for new lithium

intercalation materials of formula LixM(YO3)(XO4) (with X !
Si, As, P; Y ! C, B; M ! a redox active metal; and x ! 0 to 3) in

the sidorenkite structure. By studying the stability of the lithium

and sodium-based compounds, we identified that lithium con-

taining compounds in this crystal structure would most likely

require a synthesis through a Li–Na ion-exchange from the

sodium phase. Several sodium phases were identified to be

thermodynamically stable and battery properties (voltage,

specific energy, energy density and volume change during deli-

thiation) were computed for their lithium-equivalent.

The sidorenkite structure offers a high lithium to transition

metal ratio of 3 to 1 and therefore the potential for multi-electron

activity. In addition, its polyanion framework is more likely to

remain stable upon the extraction of multiple Li+ ions, as evi-

denced by its very low volume change. This is in sharp contrast to

close-packed oxides which cannot sustain the large change of Li

content associated with a double redox couple.33 However, these

conditions are not sufficient for a battery material to be of direct

technological interest. In addition, multi-electron materials need

Table 1 Computed lithium battery properties for the sodium compounds stable in the sidorenkite structure (i.e., likely to be synthesizable through Li–
Na exchange). When the delithiation of the compound can access different oxidation states, the different computed voltages steps are indicated and
separated by semicolons. In addition, the theoretical gravimetric capacity, the specific energy and the energy density, as well as the change in volume
between the lithiated and delithiated states (in absolute value and per electron transferred) are given. For comparison, the values for LiFePO4 and
LiCoO2, two commercial cathode materials, are provided. LiCoO2 is not commercially fully delithiated and we provided values for a typical partial
delithiation. The volume change in LiCoO2 was obtained from the experimental results of Amatucci et al.31

Formula Voltages (V) Capacity (mAh/g) Specific Energy (Wh/kg) Energy Density (Wh/l) Change in Volume (% per e")

Li3Mn(CO3)(PO4) 3.3; 4.1 232 859 2375 1.2
Li3Fe(CO3)(PO4) 2.9; 4.6 231 876 2459 1
Li3Co(CO3)(PO4) 4.1; 4.6 228 996 2885 0.6
Li3Ni(CO3)(PO4) 4.8; 4.8 228 1104 3256 0.09
Li3Cu(CO3)(PO4) 4 112 452 1363 0.72
Li3Cr(CO3)(PO4) 2; 4.7; 5.1 352 1400 3810 2.33
Li2Bi(CO3)(PO4) 4.7; 4.7 141 670 2615 0.27
Li2Mo(CO3)(PO4) 3.3; 4.0 202 744 2285 2.2
Li2V(CO3)(PO4) 3.5; 4.4 243 969 2604 0.9
Li3Fe(CO3)(SiO4) 4.4; 4.6 234 1055 2966 0.27
Li3V(CO3)(SiO4) 3.0; 3.7 239 799 2183 0.32
Li3Mo(CO3)(SiO4) 2.6; 3.5; 3.5 299 966 2989 0.24
LiFePO4 3.4 170 544 1959 6.8
LiCoO2 4 155 620 3100 1.8
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to exhibit electrochemical activity in the limited window of

stability of commercial electrolytes (<4.5 V). This condition can

be quite difficult to achieve, especially for polyanionic systems

which tend to be active at higher voltages due to the inductive

effect.34 The identification of several multi-electron candidates in

this work is therefore of great interest. Among these multi-elec-

tron compounds, it is not surprising to find many chemistries

based on vanadium and molybdenum (e.g., carbonophosphates,

carbonosilicates, borosilicates and borophosphates) as those are

known to present possible multi-electron activity.20 It is,

however, more surprising to observe that Li3Mn(CO3)(PO4)

shows computed voltages lower than 4.5 V for both the activa-

tion of Mn2+/Mn3+ and Mn3+/Mn4+ couples. Indeed, the

Mn2+/Mn4+ couple is in general difficult to use as a two-electron

system in phosphates because of the high voltage associated with

Mn3+/Mn4+.35 Fig. 3 shows the computed voltage for carbon-

ophosphates in the sidorenkite structure (in red) compared to the

average voltage in phosphates for different redox couples (in

blue). The phosphates values were obtained from Hautier et al.20

For all redox couples, a lower voltage is observed for the car-

bonophosphate sidorenkite compared to the average from

phosphates. The inductive effect from the carbonate group

present along with the phosphate group cannot be invoked to

rationalize the lower voltage observed, as carbon is more elec-

tronegative than phosphorus, and a higher inductive effect

leading to a higher voltage should be therefore expected.36,37 The

specific crystal structure more than the presence of carbonates

should be invoked to explain this low voltage. Indeed, for a given

redox couple, structural factors have been shown to significantly

affect the voltage.20

While mixed polyanions have been studied early on by the

battery community, the focus has been so far on mixed tetrahe-

dral groups, and more specifically on mixtures of phosphates

with sulfates and silicates.38,39 Mixing tetrahedral groups with

triangular planar groups such as (CO3)
2" and (BO3)

3" offers new

interesting crystal structures such as the sidorenkite. In addition,

carbon and boron are relatively light (e.g., three times lighter

than sulfur) and are therefore attractive from a gravimetric

capacity point of view.

However, while the sidorenkite structure shows very attractive

theoretical specific energies, the theoretical energy density (i.e.,

the volumetric quantity) is less exciting. For instance, compared

to LiFePO4, Li3Mn(CO3)(PO4) has 45% greater theoretical

specific energy but only 15% higher energy density. LiFePO4 is

indeed very dense for a polyanionic system,20 and its volumetric

capacity of 500 mAh/cm3 is much larger than the one-electron

volumetric capacity of the manganese lithium sidorenkite: 316

mAh/cm3. The overall larger energy density observed for the

manganese sidorenkite comes from its two-electron activity

combined with a slightly higher average voltage (3.8 V instead of

3.5 V for LiFePO4).

The small volume change after delithiation observed for most

sidorenkite structures (0.9% per electron transfered on average)

is rather unusual even for polyanionic systems. For comparison,

we computed the volume change per electron transfered for a few

polyanionic electrode materials of interest. We obtained

a volume change of 4.6% for LiFePO4, 4.9% for Li3V2(PO2)3,

and 7% for LiFe(SO4)F. Large volume changes have been

Table 2 Computed lithium battery properties for the borophosphates close to stability in the sodium sidorenkite structure (<30 meV/at). The second
column refers to the energy above the hull of the sodium equivalent compound. When the delithiation of the compound can access different oxidation
states, the different computed voltages steps are indicated and separated by semicolons. In addition, the theoretical gravimetric capacity, the specific
energy and the energy density, as well as the change in volume between the lithiated and delithiated states (in absolute values and per electron trans-
ferred) are given

Formula
Na-phase E. above hull
(meV/at)

Voltages
(V)

Capacity
(mAh/g)

Specific Energy
(Wh/kg)

Energy Density
(Wh/l)

Change in Volume
(% per e")

Li3Mn(BO3)(PO4) 8 4.1 117 473 1315 3.5
Li3Mo(BO3)(PO4) 13 2.9; 3.7; 3.7 296 1024 3200 0.21
Li3Cr(BO3)(PO4) 13 4.2; 5.1; 5.1 354 1705 4814 0.59
Li3V(BO3)(PO4) 14 3.4; 4.3 237 904 2487 0.44
Li3Mo(BO3)(SiO4) 15 3.2; 3.7 200 692 2167 0.62
Li3Fe(BO3)(PO4) 17 4 116 468 1330 0.61
Li3Bi(BO3)(PO4) 22 4.3; 4.6 140 624 2444 0.01
Li3V(BO3)(SiO4) 27 3.6 120 428 1172 1.3
Li3Bi(BO3)(SiO4) 28 3.6 70 286 1039 2.6

Fig. 3 Computed voltage for different redox couples in the carbon-

ophosphate sidorenkite compounds (in red) and in phosphates (in blue).
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claimed to be detrimental to electrode cycling and the small value

exhibited for the sidorenkite structure is an element in favor of

the use of this material as electrode.32

While no polyanionic mixtures containing sulfate groups were

found to be stable in the sidorenkite structure, there is a known

carbonosulfate mineral with a different crystal structure: the

ferrotychite Na6Fe2(CO3)4(SO4).
40 The lithium version of this

ferrotychite compound was also proposed by a Na to Li substi-

tution during our high-throughput search. In addition to the

known iron version, we predicted several other +2 transition

metals to be stable in the ferrotychite structure at Na6Mn2
(CO3)4(SO4), Na6Co2(CO3)4(SO4), and Na6Ni2(CO3)4(SO4).

Similarly to the sidorenkite structure, none of the lithium phases

are computed to be stable, and a Na–Li ion-exchange would be

required for their synthesis. Table 3 shows computed battery

properties for this set of predicted ferrotychites. The lithium

versions of the ferrotychite carbonosulfates are computed to be

electrochemically active at relatively high voltage, preventing

them to be used in today’s electrolytes. The high voltage asso-

ciated with carbonosulfates is in agreement with the high

inductive effect expected from sulfates.36

Among all mixtures of polyanions investigated for stability in

this paper, the sulfate containing compounds are by far the most

unstable in the sodium chemistries. While every other tetrahedral

group (P, As, or Si) forms at least one stable compound, the

sulfate-based compounds are all unstable in the sidorenkite

structure (whether mixed with carbonates or borates). Argu-

ments based on the size of the polyanions cannot explain this

observation; S6+ has a Shannon radii of 0.12 !A, closer to phos-

phorus (0.17 !A) than Si4+ (0.26 !A) or As5+ (0.34 !A). Comparing

the competing phases for sulfate and other chemistries at the

sidorenkite composition, we observe a recurring phase Na2SO4

that the sulfates compounds are in competition with, while the

other chemistries show a richer set of competing phases (e.g.,

quaternary transition metal compounds such as NaMPO4; with

M a +2 transition metal). One can speculate that due to the high

stability of Na2SO4, it is difficult to form a stable phase at the

sidorenkite composition. The existence of stable carbonosulfates

at another stoichiometry, Na6M2(CO3)4(SO4), is consistent with

this explanation, as the competing equilibrium for this phase is

Na6M2(CO3)4(SO4) / Na2SO4 + 2Na2CO3 + 2MnCO3 and

involves a smaller amount of Na2SO4.

Our thermodynamical analysis makes some important

assumptions (e.g., neglects the entropic contributions from solid

phases) that could influence the results of the stability analysis.

Some of the compounds close to stability might therefore be

synthesizable and should be still considered as less likely but

potential candidates when their computed battery properties are

of interest (e.g., the sidorenkite vanadium and molybdenum

borophosphates). Finally, we should note that all equilibria with

respect to gases will depend significantly on the synthesis

conditions. Higher temperature, for instance, will destabilize

solid phases with respect to the gases. For instance, while stable

at 298 K, the +3 3d transition metals, Na2M(CO3)(PO4) (M ! V,

Cr, Mo, Fe, Mn) compounds will be destabilized at higher

temperature and might be more difficult to synthesize.

The safety of charged cathode materials is of major impor-

tance for many applications and is linked to the release of oxygen

from cathode materials at elevated temperature. The presence of

carbonate groups in some of the chemistries presented in this

work raises the interesting question of the influence of this

carbonate group, which is prone to evolve CO2, on the thermal

stability and safety of cathode materials. The evolution of such

an inert group which will not oxidize the electrolyte may act as

a thermally activated ‘‘chemical fuse’’ that shuts down the

cathode.

Our high-throughput approach does not probe for all

computable properties (e.g., lithium diffusion or polaron

migration)41–44 and focuses instead on properties achievable

easily by high-throughput computing. Our work shows,

however, how entirely novel chemistries, promising as battery

materials, can be found computationally. Follow-up experi-

mental and computational work has already started in our

research group on several of these proposed chemistries and will

be reported on in the future.

5 Conclusion

Using a high-throughput ab initio computational approach we

identified several mixed polyanions of formula AxM(YO3)(XO4)

(with A ! Li, Na; X ! Si, As, P; Y ! C, B; M ! a redox active

metal; and x ! 0 to 3). We analyzed their thermodynamic

stability in the sidorenkite structure, and identified the chemis-

tries likely to be synthesized through synthesis of the sodium

form, followed by Na–Li ion-exchange. Delithiation voltages

were also computed, and several compounds which combine

stability of the sodium form, with voltages compatible with

commercial electrolytes, and high specific energy and energy

densities, were suggested. Among those, the most promising are

the manganese carbonophosphates (Li3Mn(CO3)(PO4)), the

vanadium carbonophosphates (Li2V(CO3)(PO4)) and the vana-

dium and molybdenum carbonosilicates (Li3V(CO3)(SiO4) and

Li3Mo(CO3)(SiO4)).

Table 3 Computed lithium battery properties for carbonosulfates stable in the sodium ferrotychite structure. When the delithiation of the compound
can access different oxidation states, the different computed voltages steps are indicated and separated by semicolons. In addition, the theoretical
gravimetric capacity, the specific energy and the energy density, as well as the change in volume between the lithiated and delithiated states (in absolute
value and per electron transferred) are given

Formula Voltages (V) Capacity (mAh/g) Specific Energy (Wh/kg) Energy Density (Wh/l) Change in Volume (% per e")

Li6Fe2(CO3)4(SO4) 3.6; 4.7 219 908 2504 2.7
Li6Mn2(CO3)4(SO4) 3.9; 4.7 219 943 2504 0.8
Li6Ni2(CO3)4(SO4) 4.7; 4.7 216 1023 2931 3.4
Li6CO2(CO3)4(SO4) 4.6; 4.7 216 1013 2863 4.3
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